4/30 meeting

Meeting minutes review – tabled

Next steps for committee

- Tobacco policy – what do we do? Do we keep at it or wipe out hands?
  - Possibly, just take to facilities to find new smoking areas for those out of compliance
  - Should this be a different body’s issue?
    - Some yes some no

- Upcoming meeting May 14
  - VC Grace Crickette is coming
  - Possible move to spring? - No
  - Reset relationship of committee and administration
  - Get commitment to having facilities attend meeting
  - What does administration think scope of committee is?

- Survey of faculty and staff about what they want to see addressed
  - Transportation
  - Accessibility
  - Sustainability
  - Health
  - Safety
  - Usability of campus grounds and infrastructure

- Survey seems daunting and what will it do other than sit on a shelf?

- Do people just come to us with their issues?

- Meeting with VC Crickette
  - Talk of possibly waiting until fall
    - Decided that meeting will still happen and will look at fall meeting for new members to meet and get up to speed.

- Draft language for new scope of committee
  - “How well does the increasingly dispersed physical space of the campus – its buildings, grounds, and infrastructure – contribute to or detract from the University’s strategic goals and mission to educate students and for the well-being of its faculty and staff? How can they – through campus governance – have a voice in contributing to critical decisions regarding these physical spaces’ relationship to achieving the University’s strategic goals and mission and how can they be heard when communicating concerns?”